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ABSTRACT 
 
Data visualizations of the COVID-19 pandemic in the United States often have presented case 
and death rates by state in separate visualizations making it difficult to discern the temporal 
relationship between these two epidemiological metrics.  By combining the COVID-19 case and 
death rates into a single visualization we have provided an intuitive format for depicting the 
relationship between cases and deaths. Moreover, by using animation we have made the 
temporal lag between cases and subsequent deaths more obvious and apparent.  This work helps 
to inform expectations for the trajectory of death rates in the United States given the recent surge 
in case rates.  
 
 

 
 
Animated version available at  
https://github.com/ctesta01/animated_covid_rates/blob/master/covid19_cumulative_cases_and_deaths_animated.gif 
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Introduction 

To date, leading visualizations for COVID-19 in the US have presented COVID-19 reported case 

and death rates in side-by-side or separate visualizations [1-3]. However, using animation could 

potentially provide a compelling format and narrative depicting how COVID-19 cases and deaths 

have progressed in the United States.  We explore this by depicting the cumulative cases and 

deaths rates by state with rates per capita over time. Our animation thus shows not only the 

relationship between case and death rates, but also their lagged relationship over time, reflecting 

that deaths often occur 2-8 weeks after onset of symptoms [4]. 

 

Methods 

We analyzed COVID-19 case and death rates as reported by USA Facts for the dates January 22, 

2020 through July 8, 2020 [1]. Our analysis is exempt from IRB review, since only publicly 

available de-identified case and death data aggregated to the state level are employed. 

 

Data are presented as proportions of cumulative cases and deaths per 100,000 residents.  Data 

manipulation and visualization was carried out in the R programming language [5] using 

packages from the tidyverse (including dplyr, readr, ggplot2, magrittr, and lubridate) [6], as well 

as the janitor [7], ggrepel [8] and gganimate packages [9].  

 

Our animated visualization, static visualizations, and the code to reproduce them are available at: 

https://github.com/ctesta01/animated_covid_rates  

 



Data visualized are available for download from https://usafacts.org/visualizations/coronavirus-

covid-19-spread-map/ 

 
Discussion 

Our visualization makes clear the lag between cases and deaths in COVID-19 outcomes in the 

United States.  In the initial stages of the epidemic, for many states case rates increase while 

death rates remained low.  After this initial surge in case rates across the United States, death 

rates subsequently increased in all states. As a result of this lagged relationship between COVID-

19 cases and deaths and given the recent surge in COVID-19 cases, we expect that deaths 

attributable to COVID-19 will increase 4-6 weeks after observed surges in case rates. However, 

the magnitude of the subsequent surge in deaths attributable to COVID-19 in a given geography 

will be affected by the age distribution of the geography and its age-specific COVID-19 case 

rates.  

 

A major limitation of our analysis is that it relies on reported COVID-19 cases and deaths. 

Underestimation of cases, due to lack of access to testing, and related underestimation of 

confirmed COVID-19 deaths, could thus potentially bias results [10]. If, however, the relative 

underestimation is similar for both outcomes during the same time period, the correlation of the 

lag will not be biased. 

 

In common with all similar analyses, we are limited by the fact that we are only able to consider 

the pandemic up to the time of writing. We are anxious that lessons from places with high rates 

of transmission, disease and death, which in the US have been overwhelmingly concentrated 

among communities already without adequate healthcare and not provided with needed 



protection from the pandemic (among many other existing inequities) should be learned and 

communicated: whatever the policy and response failures in the past, we can work toward a 

better future [11-14]. Our work suggests the consequences of what may be expected in the near 

future, given the increased opportunities for transmission occurring in numerous US states, and 

the resulting disease and death. 
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